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Abstract

Advances in the study of conflict dynamics show that the post-tenure fate of lead-
ers influences conflict escalation, duration and termination. Golden parachute offers to
embattled leaders should help mitigate the costs of a prolonged intrastate conflict by
providing the incumbent a safe exit. However, the number of verified cases of a leader
receiving and accepting a golden parachute offer remains small. The paucity of recorded
cases is puzzling, even after taking into account challenges related to false negatives.
Using a modified patron-client model, this paper seeks to identify the conditions under
which sponsoring states offer this option, as well as the conditions under which embat-
tled leaders accept the offer. We find that the offer is only made in those cases where
an acceptable alternative to the incumbent exists, and the bid is accepted only when
the incumbent has received a credible signal that the patron prefers the challenger.
The model also explores the off-equilibrium conditions under which a parachute offer
is not extended. The current draft presents a case study on Panama in the late 1980s
to identify the processes and dilemmas that unfold when a golden parachute is on the
table. A second case study tracing the failure of the golden parachute offer during the
recent Syrian conflict is forthcoming.
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Introduction

Retirement is a risky proposition for autocratic rulers.1 They must weigh their exit from

office with greater care than their democratic counterparts, as they are more likely to face

post-tenure punishments up to and including imprisonment and death.2 This is especially

true for embattled autocrats, who receive few if any assurances of personal survival should

they be forcibly removed from office. This concern over personal security helps explain why

adversaries often fight rather than avoid an ex-post inefficient outcome by negotiating a

resolution.3 For embattled leaders, rolling the iron dice is preferable to certain punishment.

If, however, the leader is provided a credible retirement option, they may be motivated to go

gently into the night. Exile, though unpalatable, may be seen as a viable option, granted that

the offer credibly guarantee the leader’s exit and offer safeguards against future prosecution.

Likewise, credible commitment issues may bar the opposition from considering this option

if the leader is allowed to remain in the country.4

Based on these constraints, third-party states are well positioned to resolve the impasse by

offering the embattled leader a golden parachute. This paper examines the conditions under

which such offers are extended, and the cases in which they are accepted. The benefits of

such an arrangement will be explored in the context of civil war mediation and termination,

1The term autocracy is used to refer to the cohort of states in which power is concentrated in the hands
of one individual. It is used as a general taxonomic category housing subsets such as military dictatorship
and totalitarian rule.

2For a broad discussion of the autocratic leadership cycle, see Cox, Gary W. “Authoritarian Elections and
Leadership Succession, 1975-2004.” (2009). Interested in a general model of authoritarian consolidation and
exit? See Svolik, Milan W. The Politics of Authoritarian Rule. Cambridge University Press, 2012. 3.4: The
Path to Personal Autocracy and Authoritarian Exit from Office. For an informative analysis of exile options
of outgoing autocrats, see Escribà-Folch, Abel. “Accountable for what? Regime types, performance, and the
fate of outgoing dictators, 1946–2004.” Democratization 20.1 (2013): 160-185 and Escribà-Folch, Abel, and
Daniel Krcmaric. “Dictators in exile: Explaining the destinations of ex-rulers.” The Journal of Politics 79.2
(2017): 560-575. Finally, for a discussion of the consequences of losing office, see the work of Hein Goemans,
especially Goemans, Hein E. “Which way out? The manner and consequences of losing office.” Journal of
Conflict Resolution 52.6 (2008): 771-794 and Debs, Alexandre, and Hein E. Goemans. “Regime type, the
fate of leaders, and war.” American Political Science Review 104.3 (2010): 430-445.

3Fearon, James D. “Rationalist explanations for war.” International organization 49.3 (1995): 379-414.
4Walter, Barbara F. “The critical barrier to civil war settlement.” International organization 51.3 (1997):

335-364.
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demonstrating the degree to which such offers may have a pacifying effect. The paper will

also explore the puzzling rarity of such offers: as will be shown, coordination problems

between the patron, the incumbent, and the challenger often create insurmountable barriers

that prevent their use altogether.

We borrow the term golden parachute from the lexicon of employment compensation, where

it refers to an agreement between a corporation and an executive guaranteeing provision of

certain benefits (usually monetary) on termination of employment. The term was first used

in reference to an agreement between Charles C. Tillinghast Jr. and Trans World Airlines

in 1961. Facing an onerous partnership with the increasingly eccentric Howard Hughes,

TWA creditors engaged Tillinghast in a dubious attempt to save the floundering corporation

(which had operated a $38.7 million loss in 1961) and reduce the magnate’s influence. Given

the legally “ambiguous” nature of this agreement, TWA appended a clause to Tillinghast’s

contract guaranteeing payment in the event of his termination. Ultimately, the parachute

was never used: Tillinghast was able to reverse the fortunes of TWA by 1965 (yielding a

$50 million profit in that year) and left the company in 1976.5 Golden parachutes are often

used during sudden mergers to maintain continuity and prevent sudden drops in stock value.

In the context of this paper, golden parachutes refer to offers of safe passage, as well as

protections from extradition and prosecution following a revolution or coup.

Scholarly attention has mainly focused on assessing the effect of amnesty to human rights

abusers and its subsequent impact on future conflict behavior.6 Prosecution advocates sug-

gest that punishing brutal ex-dictators can deter current and future leaders from adopting

harsh repressive tactics against their own population.7 Critics of global accountability argue

that this emerging norm can undermine efforts to end protracted violent conflicts.8 Specifi-

5Suddath, Claire. “Biggest Golden Parachutes.” Time Lists, 8 October 2008. https://goo.gl/3uVzhc.
6See for example, Kritz, Neil J. “Coming to terms with atrocities: A review of accountability mechanisms

for mass violations of human rights.” Law and contemporary problems 59.4 (1996): 127-152.
7Kim, Hunjoon, and Kathryn Sikkink. “Explaining the deterrence effect of human rights prosecutions for

transitional countries.” International Studies Quarterly 54.4 (2010): 939-963.
8Snyder, Jack, and Leslie Vinjamuri. “Trials and errors: Principle and pragmatism in strategies of
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cally, prosecution of ex-dictators may undermine the credibility of future amnesty offers by

setting a precedent that incentivizes embattled leaders to gamble for resurrection.9 While

this debate has clarified important credible commitment issues associated with the golden

parachute option, the dilemmas and strategic choices various parties confront when consid-

ering and employing this tactic are less well documented.

Does the threat of harsh punishment deter autocrats from committing atrocities against

their own population in the face of internal unrest, or does it thrust leaders against the

wall and urge them to fight to the bitter end to avoid surrendering to an uncertain fate?

Pursuant to this, can a credible exit offer relatively early in the conflict offset some of the

more deleterious outcomes of the clash? This paper seeks to advance the debate over amnesty

to embattled leaders by exploring the choices of key players under settings conducive to the

provision of a golden parachute. Specifically, a simple formal model identifies the conditions

under which intermediary states are incentivized to offer this option and the conditions under

which embattled leaders are persuaded to accept the offer.10 We argue that three conditions

facilitate parachute offers. First, they are more feasible when the incumbent faces an elite-

driven challenge with some mobilization. Second, they are more likely in cases when there

are only two parties (the opposition and the regime), and the challenger is not diametrically

opposed to the patron. Third, parachutes function when there are no major spoilers present

and the incumbent is perceived as lacking the resources to offset the challenge.

international justice.” International security 28.3 (2004): 5-44.
9Note that the effect appears to depend on a leader’s past behaviour and the type of authoritarian system.

Prosecution deters leaders of “transitioning” regimes who have not committed atrocities to favour a transition
over draconian repression, but increases the likelihood that leaders who are guilty of egregious human rights
abuses in personalist dictatorships cling to power. For more on this argument, see Goldsmith, Jack, and
Stephen D. Krasner. “The limits of idealism.” Daedalus 132.1 (2003): 47-63, as well as Escribà-Folch,
Abel. “Accountable for what? Regime types, performance, and the fate of outgoing dictators, 1946–2004.”
Democratization 20.1 (2013): 160-185.

10There may be certain cases in which autocrats cultivate their own golden parachutes, in the form of
offshore accounts and intermediary holdings. However, even those leaders will require a secure means of
exit and a non-extraditing safe haven to enjoy their parachute. For more on this argument, see Cooley,
Alexander, and John Heathershaw. Dictators without borders: Power and money in Central Asia. Yale
University Press, 2017.
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The argument suggests that the golden exile option requires a specific set of conditions sel-

dom met, thanks in part to the difficulties in credible signalling encountered by both the

incumbent and the patron.11 Though parachute offers present an attractive third option

in certain cases, its implementation may not be sufficient to counter the prosecution norm

noted by critics of global accountability.12 The remainder of the paper is separated into four

sections. In section 1, we discuss the challenges related to determining the proper case pop-

ulation and present a preliminary set of known cases when golden parachutes were provided

to embattled leaders. Section 2 presents a formal model that examines the conditions under

which an influential third-party provides a credible offer of exile. Some time will also be de-

voted to suggesting expansions to the model. Section 3 outlines a case study on Panama in

the 1980s to explore the dynamics and dilemmas discussed in the previous sections. Section

4 concludes and outlines the next steps for the paper.

1 Case Population

The study of regime transitions has long identified the stabilizing effects of providing a

guarantee of safe passage to outgoing elite after they cede power.13 If outgoing elite retain

certain institutional mechanisms of power, the foundational promise of the elite pact is on

solid ground. For instance, key power-brokers of the Myanmar junta could cede power to

11For the sake of simplicity, the analysis will largely focus on the interaction between the patron and the
incumbent, with the challenger’s input mediated as a function of that interaction. This will be explored in
further depth in the remainder of the paper.

12This paper does not explore amnesty offers to rebel leaders. Snyder and Vinjamuri (2004) present
several cases where such offers played a critical role in negotiating a peace settlement. The recent peace
accord between the Colombian government and FARC rebels demonstrates the utility of offering rebel leaders
a personal incentive to end protracted civil wars. Instead the focus of the paper is on golden parachute offers
to heads of state.

13O’Donnell, Guillermo, Philippe C. Schmitter, and Laurence Whitehead, eds. Transitions from authori-
tarian rule: comparative perspectives. Vol. 3. JHU Press, 1986. See also Huntington, Samuel P. “Democ-
racy’s third wave.” Journal of democracy 2.2 (1991): 12-34 and Przeworski, Adam. Democracy and the
market: Political and economic reforms in Eastern Europe and Latin America. Cambridge University Press,
1991.
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their adversary Aung San Suu Kyi without fear of reprisal because the military remained

a veto player. If the Myanmar government seriously attacked the military’s core interest,

it would be overthrown in a coup. If outgoing elites expect to lose key institutional levers

of power after the transition, they will perceive their position as vulnerable. Once they

cede power, their opponents will have an incentive to renege on their promises. Foreseeing

the absence of an independent power base to enforce the elite pact after the transition, the

embattled leader will prefer to fight unless he or she is provided an alternative (exit) option.

In such a scenario, retirement in exile may appear rather attractive.14

Since 1945, exile has been the second-most common fate of outgoing dictators.15 In the

post-Cold War era, however, international courts have increasingly pursued an agenda of

holding exiled dictators accountable for past crimes. In addition to the creation of the

International Criminal Court, several special tribunals such as the ICTY and ICTR have

been established to try perpetrators of crimes against humanity. On the other side of the

equation, certain incentives have been created for rewarding prosocial behaviours on the

part of outgoing leaders.16 This global justice movement has gained substantial momentum

over the past twenty years. For instance, a Spanish magistrate indicted former strongman

Augusto Pinochet for human rights violations in 1998. The British authorities arrested the

former dictator six days later in London against the wishes of the Chilean government. More

recently, the former Chadian dictator Hissène Habré, known as Africa’s Pinochet, was found

guilty of crimes against humanity by a Senegalese court backed by the African Union in

2016.

14 The option has been suggested as a policy in several cases, including Syria: “[We can provide Assad]
a deal that is too good to turn down (immunity, free passage out of the country, assurances that their children
will be able to attend the best schools in the world, and that their families at home and abroad will not be
subject to retribution or harassment).”

15Escribà-Folch, Abel, and Daniel Krcmaric. “Dictators in exile: Explaining the destinations of ex-rulers.”
The Journal of Politics 79.2 (2017): 560-575.

16One example of this is the Ibrahim Prize for Achievement in African Leadership, which is meant to be
awarded annually to a former head of state. The award offers an initial payment of US$5 million, along with
a pension of $200,000 per year for life. Despite its generosity (the prize far exceeds the monetary value of
the Nobel Peace Prize), the committee has only been able to award the prize five times since its inception
in 2007.
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Advocates of the “justice cascade” consider these efforts to end impunity as delivering a

strong message to other autocratis.17 Critics suggest the message leaders receive is the

opposite: leave office at your own peril. In this way, autocrats are incentivized to cling

to power in order to ensure their personal security, thereby increasing the likelihood of

engaging in the activities human rights campaigners want to end in the first place. Despite

lacking a clear enforcement mechanism, the growing strength of the global accountability

norm appears to have removed a useful instrument from the crisis negotiator’s toolkit. The

general downward trend of outgoing dictators who go into exile seems to provide empirical

support to the skeptic’s view.18 Yet, exile is an imperfect proxy that may miss instances

in which a golden parachute was considered (but not offered) or offered (but not accepted).

Indeed, the process can be broken down into at least three segments: whether or not a

parachute is offered, whether or not it is accepted, and in the case of no offer, the conditions

that led to this outcome.

The historical record is incomplete partly because all groups involved in the process – the

third-party mediator, the beleaguered incumbent, and the opposition – have an incentive to

conceal details about the process and its outcome. The mediator/patron may want to conceal

failed offers, and both incumbent and challenger may want to hide evidence of external

intervention should an offer be accepted. When constructing a case population of golden

parachute offers to embattled heads of state, three general categories must be considered.

The first type (and perhaps most numerous) involves cases where a golden parachute was not

offered. The second consists of known cases of leaders accepting exile offers. Identifying the

correct case population is difficult due to the existence of false-positives and false-negatives.

Not every former autocrat in exile negotiated formal personal security guarantees before

departing power, and not every offer of a golden parachute is recorded.19 False-negatives

17Sikkink, Kathryn. The Justice Cascade: How Human Rights Prosecutions Are Changing World Politics
(The Norton Series in World Politics). WW Norton & Company, 2011.

18Krcmaric and Escribà-Folch offer evidence for this in their recent work.
19This trend raises a strategic logic orthogonal to discussions about a golden parachute. Leaders going into

exile in the past may not have required as many formal guarantees before exiting. An embattled leader may
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can be thought of as aborted golden parachute offers, whereas false-positives are cases of

exile that are incorrectly viewed as the result of a pre-arranged golden parachute. In many

cases, leaders flee the country because they lack viable resources to dig in their heels and

fight.20 Nonetheless, as shown in Table 1, a review of extant literature for every instance

of leadership exit via exile since 1945 suggests that the majority of cases did not involve a

golden parachute.21

The third case type includes instances when a third-party offered golden exile, but the

autocrat failed to accept the deal.22 Holding constant the cause of rejection, the paucity

of known accepted cases contributes to the total count of false-negatives in the universe

of parachute offers extended. It is conceivable that golden parachute offers to embattled

leaders are standard practice. Even if every occasion were known, distinguishing credible

guarantees from half-baked offers would be a difficult pursuit.23 Since scholars, practitioners,

have believed that they could leave the country and fade from the limelight without fear for their personal
security. That being said, we have certain preliminary suspicions that this narrative omits a key variable,
namely, the rate of survival for deposed dictators. We suspect that the hazard rate for deposed dictators
has been decreasing, presenting space for for exile and golden parachute offers.

20Idi Amin’s eventual retirement in Saudi Arabia is an instructive demonstration of how exile is not always
equivalent to a negotiated golden parachute. The Tanzanian intervention in 1979 overwhelmed the dispirited
and divided Ugandan military. Amin appealed to the OAU for mediation, but his pleas fell on deaf ears
as Tanzania’s president Julius Nyerere refused to negotiate a settlement. As his army disintegrated, Amin
went on the run in Uganda surrounded by a small contingent of loyalists and mercenaries. He understood
his best option was flight after the UNLF backed by Tanzanian forces captured Kampala. He fled to Libya
and then Saudi Arabia. See Globe and Mail, “The Battle for Uganda,” 03/30/79 and Newsweek, “The Fall
of Idi Amin,” 04/23/79.

21An initial list of all exile cases was compiled using the Archigos dataset and rulers.org. Of the 397
known cases of exile, 196 occurred after 1945 and 201 before. Secondary academic books and articles, targeted
searches on lexisnexis academic, and available diplomatic cables were used to narrow the case population.
Table 1 presents all cases from the initial list where some evidence was available that a golden parachute
may have been considered or accepted by the embattled leader before going into exile.

22The Ivorian President Laurent Gbabgo’s refusal to step down after a contested election in 2011 provides
an illustrative but informal example, as reported in recent news. “In the four months since the disputed
election, the international community has repeatedly offered Gbagbo a golden parachute, only to be rebuffed.
He twice refused to take a phone call from President Barack Obama, who offered him a teaching position at
a Boston university if he agreed to peacefully step aside.”

23As UNSCR 1973 transformed into a foreign imposed regime change campaign, Muammar Gaddafi report-
edly searched for exit options. Although several small African states offered him asylum, these were largely
non-credible guarantees without clear consent from powerful interlocutors like the United States. There is
evidence that lower-level officials in the Obama administration pushed for this option. See for instance New
York Times, “U.S. and Allies Seek a Refuge for Qaddafi,” 04/16/11. However, the policy-making principals
never appeared to seriously appraise the option. As a former U.S. ambassador to Libya noted, “My view is
that there was never a serious offer from Qaddafi to step down from power. I firmly believe that none of
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and analysts are most interested in understanding why and under what circumstances leaders

accept these deals, identification of credible offers is pertinent. This paper focuses on the

logic of offering a golden parachute to clarify some of these issues.

In short, critics of the justice cascade exaggerate the centrality of the credible commitment

issue as it relates to the global accountability norm. These critics’ core argument appears

two-fold. First, powerful countries that could oversee negotiations over leadership exit and

destination countries that would harbour exiled leaders have reduced incentives to offer a

golden parachute due to normative constraints. Second, autocrats are increasingly unwilling

to accept a golden parachute because global accountability norms undermine the credibil-

ity of such offers. The counterfactual logic associated with these implied hypotheses is not

as compelling. These normative considerations are orthogonal to the rational explanations

for why golden parachute offers may be rare and covert. Through a combination of nor-

mative and rationalist explanations, the provision of golden parachutes (or lack thereof) is

overdetermined.

The general counterfactual to the normative considerations would require the assessment of

parachute offers absent the global accountability norms that may prohibit their provision.

As mentioned above, the declining trend in leadership exile since 1945 is a questionable and

potentially unreliable proxy for the downward trend in golden exile. This is an empirical

question that remains under-explored and merits further analysis. The question also has

pressing contemporary applications, for instance in relation to the Syrian conflict. An in-

teresting counterfactual may examine whether Assad would have been more likely to step

down if the deterrent norms countering parachute offers were absent.

On closer inspection, however, the global accountability norm often appears secondary to

those characters around him ever had the gumption to raise the issue with him personally.” See New York
Times, “Hillary Clinton, ’Smart Power,’ and a Dictator’s Fall,” 02/27/16. Whatever the reason, Qaddafi
never appeared to have a serious option to consider.
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other considerations, specifically those involving the presence (or absence) of bargaining

space between the patron, incumbent, and challenger. In the case of Assad, there is reason

to believe that Russia and Iran scuttled German efforts to grant a golden parachute in

the summer months of 2012.24 In this instance, it appears that a private parachute offer

was intentionally revealed in order to burn bridges behind Assad’s forces and to encourage

the Alawite and regime forces to fight to the end.25 The difference between private and

public signals will be explored in depth in the formal model presented here. This choice is

particularly important, as the provision of a public (as opposed to a private) parachute offer

presents greater risks of blowback that may further complicate the interaction.

The remainder of this paper seeks to move beyond the global accountability debate and

identify simple structural reasons for why golden parachutes occur so rarely. Given the

difficulty of compiling a complete case population, we construct a formal model that will

inform our efforts to construct a full typology of exile and parachute cases. The model

examines the patron’s decision to send a signal to the incumbent based on her assessment of

the incumbent’s likelihood of victory, the uncertainty of that assessment, and the presence

or absence of alternative leadership in the challenging cohort. On the other side, the model

examines the autocrat’s incentives to accept, delay, or reject a parachute offer. The Panama

case study is then provided as an illustrative case related to the second part of the formal

model.

24Charlie Rose, “Interview with MFA Sergei Lavrov,” 09/25/12, https://charlierose.com/videos/16935;
CNN, “Is Assad Seeking Asylum,” 12/05/12; Reuters, “Will Syria’s Assad Get Away with Murder?,”
05/27/2014.

25An analysis of the golden parachute offer to Assad is currently under way and will be added to the next
draft of the paper.
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2 Exit Options & Credible Commitments

A simplified signalling game will be used to explore the strategic interaction between the

patron and the beleaguered incumbent. The model assumes that the incumbent will always

choose to engage the roughly symmetrically capable opposition once they face a challenge

for control. Since the focus of this paper is on whether and how a patron and client negotiate

a parachute offer, some elements of the incumbent’s actions will not be explored formally.

That being said, this section explores the five potential actions an embattled autocrat faces,

four of which we argue are off the equilibrium path. These will act as scope conditions for

the formal model: when these conditions are met, a golden parachute offer will be feasible.

First, the incumbent could step down: this strategy is strictly dominated, as he would never

willingly give up power.26

Second, the incumbent could attempt to share power, but this could lead to the perception

that they are too weak to maintain control over the country. An offer to share power

presents risks, especially if it were viewed as a signal that the incumbent could not stave

off a challenge by opposition forces. Given that strong incumbents would prefer to take

their chances in a conflict they could ostensibly win, an offer to share power would likely be

rejected by the opposition, who would consider it favourable to engage the weak incumbent

and take full control of the state.27 Similarly, there is no incentive for the opposition to make

26Per existing literature on leader exits, we argue that the head of state would never willingly step down
unless they viewed their replacement as absolutely inevitable. See Choi, Young Back, ed. Institutional
Economics and National Competitiveness. Vol. 150. Routledge, 2011: p.4. Autocratic rulers must also
consider the probability of post-tenure punishment and the severity of that punishment in determining the
risks of stepping down voluntarily. Absent institutional mechanisms aimed at providing a credible guarantee
of safe retirement, the incumbent leader will attempt to persist as long as possible. This is a foundational
assumption within the model, but one that is offered with the caveat that leaders may face different incentives
as a function of regime type. It is a simplification, but one that can be safely maintained in the current
context of assessing retirement and removal options in the majority of non-democratic regimes. Escribà-
Folch and Wright make a similar assumption with respect to leadership exits. See: Escribà-Folch, Abel, and
Joseph Wright. Foreign pressure and the politics of autocratic survival. Oxford Studies in Democratization,
2015.

27Even if the offer is not rejected, it would be based on a shaky foundation and would likely be followed
by power consolidation efforts.
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such an offer to the incumbent, for the same logic. If power-sharing offers any meaningful

information regarding the relative strength (or rather weakness) of the opposing side, it

would at best represent a temporary and unstable solution. Similarly, both incumbent and

opposition forces would be reluctant to accept an offer to share power, particularly if it

signals weakness: even taking into account the inefficiency of the ensuing conflict, neither

side would be better off accepting a permanent power-sharing option, and neither would be

better off making such an offer in the first place.

Third, the incumbent could attempt to seek external support from a secondary patron. This

would create a rather interesting dynamic. Assuming that patrons would not provide unso-

licited support, the beleaguered incumbent would have to appeal to a mutually compatible

sponsor. This, however, could have similar signalling effects as the offer of power-sharing

explored above, as it may separate between weak and strong clients. External actors may

be reluctant to back a client who is unlikely to emerge victorious: if the decision were a

purely pragmatic one, such a secondary actor may choose isntead to offer support to the

(presumably stronger) opposition.28

Fourth, the insights from the previous two scenarios can be generalized to conclude that

any attempt to overtly seek help would be seen as an informative signal of the incumbent’s

relative strength. This leaves the fifth strategy, engagement, as a viable strategy for the

incumbent, particularly in a contest where both sides are roughly evenly matched. We use

this as a starting point for the examination of an external patron’s potential involvement in a

conflict between a regional incumbent and competing opposition force. This model examines

the provision of golden parachute offers by a patron state to an embattled client. A related

model in a sibling paper considers offers of support by a patron in a triadic setup.29 The

28There is one condition in which a secondary patron may back a weak client state, specifically if they
wished to act as a spoiler by prolonging a conflict and keeping an unviable actor in the game for the purpose
of increasing attrition costs. This would be especially relevant in cases where the secondary patron and
weak client are bound by ideological or dogamtic ties. Interesting though this eventuality is, it represents a
complication beyond the scope of this paper, and will be explored in another setting.

29Hagh, Ariya. “Playing Regional Partners: A Formal Model of n-player Patron-Client Interactions.”
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following subsection lays out the basic elements of the parachute game, and the subsequent

passage offers potential expansions dealing with the costs of conflict, the impact of relative

effort expended, and the tertiary impact on the opposition forces.

2.1 Model Setup

The following game will be used to examine the conditions under which patrons offer incum-

bent client-states a golden parachute, as well as the corresponding conditions under which

clients accept the offer. A simplified version of the model will be presented in this subsec-

tion, and possible useful extensions will be discussed in the next. The full game examines

the interactions of three players: a patron (P ), an incumbent (A), and an opposition force

(B, engaged in a conflict with the incumbent for control over the state). The simplified game

only examines the interaction between the patron and the incumbent with respect to the

provision of a golden parachute offer.30 For the sake of simplicity, the opposition’s strategies

and payoffs will be exogenized in this version of the game and represented as a function of the

contest with the incumbent leader. This will take the form of a linear probability function

of A’s probability of victory. The following analytic narrative will present the sequence of

moves in the game between P and A.

A and B are engaged in a deadlocked conflict over the control of a common territory. The

incumbent enjoys the patronage of an external power, who is faced with the decision to either

send a costly signal to A or send no signal. The patron (P ) seeks to maximize her likelihood

of sustained influence over the territory and will offer the parachute as part of her calculus

of control. The opposition (B) wishes to oust the incumbent and take control of the country,

and the incumbent (A) wishes to hold on to power and eliminate the opposition forces if

Working Paper.
30The role of the challenger and a potential secondary patron will be discussed in greater details in the

next subsection.
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possible. Should she choose to signal, P can choose to send either a private or a public signal,

the message of which will either be to offer a parachute or not offer a parachute. Should a

parachute be offered, A will be able to either accept, delay, or reject the offer. The patron

seeks to maintain influence in the country of interest. She prefers the status-quo, but will

consider changing support to the opposition group if need be, in order to maintain control

over territorial interests.31 A will respond to the parachute offer based on information about

B’s type and the signal received from P , which carries information regarding the patron’s

expectations that he will be victorious in the conflict against the opposition forces.

The specific sequence of events is as follows. First, P receives a signal of the type of chal-

lenger opposing the incumbent. Is the challenger a minimally viable substitute for A, or

are they completely unacceptable as a new client? This is depicted as a signal from Nature

as to whether B is substitutable (BS) or unsubstitutable (BU). The separating equilibrium

serves as a rough measure of compatibility based on the patron’s minimum threshold for

negotiation. For example, Communist insurgencies were not seen as substitutable clients

for the United States during the Cold War. Instead of viewing this as a noisy signal with

potential for strategic manipulation, the information surrounding B’s type is treated as com-

mon knowledge. The logic behind this decision is simple: the substitutability condition only

accounts for the fundamental disqualifying characteristics of an opposition group. As long

as those intrinsic baseline conditions are not met, the challenger can be thought of as a

potential substitute for A. This information is considered to be relatively easy to derive,

as most opposition forces have a political or ideological affiliation that can be identified by

the patron. In other words, the substitutability parameter determines whether there exists

a bargaining space between P and B on the occasion of B’s ascent.32

31Assuming, of course, that the opposition is an acceptable substitute for the incumbent.
32Even if this assumption is relaxed, B’s type can still be treated as exogenous when examining the

patron’s choice to provide a parachute for the incumbent leader. We may view the type as the product of a
binomial distribution F (B) with two parameters n ∈ {BS , BU} with k probability that the opposition is of
type BS .
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Having discerned B’s type tB ∈ {BS, BU}, P must choose whether or not so send a (costly)

signal to A. Should she choose to signal, she must decide whether to send a private or public

signal. This signal expresses whether or not the patron will offer the incumbent a golden

parachute. The patron’s signalling cost is represented by Ci ∈ {Cu, Cp}, representing the cost

of private and public communications with the incumbent. It is assumed that the private

signalling costs will be lower then the costs of public signalling, such that 0 > Cp > Cu.

The choice over the type of signal is determined by three factors: the patron’s perception

of A’s likelihood of victory, P ’s certainty with respect to that assessment, and the substi-

tutability of B. Private and public signals will have different audiences. Private signals can

be seen as a form of bilateral communication between P and A. The public signal, on the

other hand, is one that is perceived by the incumbent, the challenger, as well as the general

public.33 The private signal affords the patron a degree of plausible deniability, and allows

P to renege on parachute offers. On the other hand, if the beleaguered incumbent is pri-

vately warned that no parachute will be offered, he may be less incentivized to fight to the

bitter end, as the patron’s bridge-burning tactics will not be viewed as credible as a public

announcement that effectively ties the patron’s hands. Public signals expose the patron to a

wider audience and provide greater credibility at the cost of committing her to her actions.

The signal of “no parachute” offers the incumbent a bridge-burning boost whose effects are

more salient when the signal if public (mi ∈ {mp,mu}, mp < mu, (mu + a) < 1
2
).

A’s payoffs are a function of the contest with B and intervention by P , with three possible

payoffs: a victory payoff, W (the value of winning the contest and holding on to power),

the defeat payoff, L (incurred by losing power), and the parachute payoff, β (the golden

33This can also be considered in terms of the difference between private diplomatic communications and a
public announcement. Though in real life the possibility of leaks can render this rather ambiguous, I define
a private a signal as one that is sent by the patron and received only by the incumbent.
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parachute from the patron). Payoffs are arranged such that:

W > β > L

W > 0, β > 0, L < 0

A will win the contest with pr(W ) = a, and lose the contest with pr(L) = 1− a. As noted

above, P will perceive A’s likelihood of victory, as well as a measure of uncertainty regarding

that assessment. This is expressed as a parameter σ around a. A strong incumbent (A) is

defined as one with a greater-than 50% likelihood of victory (in other words, a > 1
2
), and a

weak incumbent one with a less-than 50% likelihood of victory (a < 1
2
). P ’s belief regarding

the accuracy of that expectation (σ) can be thought of as a confidence interval around

the likelihood of victory: when the interval representing A’s likelihood of victory crosses

the midpoint of the probability distribution, P ’s belief is categorized as high-uncertainty. In

other words, there is high uncertainty when σ > |1
2
−a| and low uncertainty when σ < |1

2
−a|.

If it does not, it is categorized as low-uncertainty. The combination of these factors create

four unique conditions representing P ’s beliefs with respect to A’s likelihood of victory.

These are illustrated below.

Figure 1: P ’s Beliefs Regarding A’s Type

Segments S1 and S2 represent strong A types, and W1 and W2 weak A types. In S1, the

patron believes that the incumbent is more likely than not to win the conflict, and holds
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that belief with low uncertainty (note that the expectation does not dip below 0.5 on the

probability of victory, represented by the dashed vertical line). W1 represents the opposite:

P believes that A is more likely than not to lose the conflict, and is fairly confident in that

assessment (again, note that the expectation does not cross 0.5). S2 represents the belief

that A is more likely than not to win, albeit with a high degree of uncertainty surrounding

that assessment (note that the segment crosses 0.5), and W2 similarly represents a high-

uncertainty assessment, but this time with A more likely to lose. Colloquially, S1 can be

referred to as a “sure win,” S2 a “potential win,” W1 a “sure loss,” and W2 a “potential

loss.”

The sequence of the game is as follows. Nature fields a challenger to the incumbent, and

assigns them a type, with a probability (b) that they are substitutable. P receives a signal of

A’s likelihood of victory (sure win/loss, potential win/loss) determined by an estimate of A’s

probability of victory and an error term around the estimate (a± σ). Based on that signal,

P makes three decisions: whether or not to signal, whether to signal publicly or privately,

and whether or not to offer a parachute. If a parachute is offered, A decides whether or not

to accept, delay, or reject the offer. A delay gives A the opportunity to continue engaging B

and increases P ’s signalling cost to Cu, even if the parachute signal was made privately. It

also carries a risk that the parachute will be taken off the table, with probability (q).34 Given

that probability of winning the conflict for the incumbent A is represented by pr(W ) = a,

the payoffs when a parachute offer is possible are as follows:

πA(a) =


b(β) + (1− b)L, if Accept

bq
(

(1− a)(β − L)
)

+ aW + (1− a)L, if Delay

aW + (1− a)L, if Reject

34This follows the logic that any delays in accepting a private offer increase the likelihood that the offer be
made public through leaks. Thus the signalling cost rises, but we assume that the provision of the parachute
itself is of negligible cost to the patron, and do not assign a cost to it.
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Similarly, the payoffs when no parachute is offered or when no signal is sent are as follows:

πA(a) =


(a+mi)W +

(
1− (a+mi)

)
L, if No Chute

aW + (1− a)L, if No Signal

If A opts for the parachute option, they will receive the exit payoff with probability (b) that

the opposition is substitutable, and receive the defeat payoff otherwise. If he opts to delay,

his payoff will be a function of the outcome of the conflict with B, whether the opposition

is substitutable, and whether the parachute offer is still on the table. Given BS, A will

receive the victory payoff with probability (a) and the parachute with probability (1 − a)

in those cases where the parachute is still on the table. If the parachute is off the table,

A will receive the victory payoff with probability (a) and the defeat payoff with probability

(1 − a). Given BU , A will receive the victory payoff with probability (a) and the defeat

payoff with probability (1 − a). If the parachute is rejected, A and B fight to settle the

game, with A receiving the victory payoff with probability (a) and the defeat payoff with

probability (1 − a). P ’s payoffs depend on A’s move, whether a parachute was offered (at

cost β, whether a signal was sent (at cost Ci), and whether she maintains influence over the

territorial interest (valued at K > 0).

How will the patron signal, and what will the incumbent decide to do given this setup?

The equilibria for the game will be summarized below. First, given a strong A and low

uncertainty (such that a > 1
2

and σ < |1
2
− a|), the patron will expect that the incumbent

will most likely suppress the uprising without help or interference, and will send no signal,

incurring no signalling cost and receiving a payoff of aK. This will hold regardless of the

substitutability of the opposition.35 This subgame is illustrated in figure 2, with the best

responses shown as dashed lines.

35We can informally refer to this as the incumbent advantage of autocratic clients. The patron will prefer
not to intervene when facing a “sure win” situation, for instance like the one depicted by S1 in figure 1.
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Figure 2: Subgame, “Sure Win” Scenarios
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Chute No Chute

Public

Second, given that B’s type is common knowledge, No parachute will be offered when the

opposition is unsubstitutable. Absent a viable alternative client (BU), the patron will prefer

that the incumbent fight to the end rather than merely give up. A’s off-the-equilibrium-path

strategy will be to mix between delaying and rejecting (both yield the same payoff but this

is a moot point as this node will never be realized). Based on this, the patron must choose

between a public or a private signal that there will be no parachute. In order to maximize

the probability of maintaining influence, the patron pools on a public signal, receiving a

payoff of (mu + a)K − Cu.36

In the remaining cases, we may see separation in the patron’s response when uncertainty

is high (σ > |1
2
− a|) and when A is weak (a < 1

2
). When a substitutable opposition (BS)

is present, P will separate to offer parachutes to weak A and no parachutes to strong A.

First, when facing a “potential win”37 scenario represented by a > 1
2

and σ > |1
2
− a|, P will

privately signal that no parachute will be given, so as to provide a boost to the incumbent

whilst maintaining a degree of flexibility in response with respect to the opposition if the

36This holds as long as the value of retaining influence, K, is greater than the signalling cost Ci.
37As depicted by S2 in figure 1.
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incumbent should lose. Thus, the payoff to the patron will be (mp+a)K−Cp. This subgame

is illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3: Subgame, “Potential Win” Scenario
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When facing a “potential loss”38 represented by a < 1
2

and σ > |1
2
− a|, P will privately

offer a parachute to A, who must then decide whether to accept, delay, or reject the offer.

A weak incumbent will never reject the parachute outright, and will opt to delay when the

likelihood that the parachute would be taken off the table, q > β−aW−(1−a)L
(1−a)(β+L) . From this, it

can be seen that A would always delay given a sufficiently large defeat payoff, and P would

receive a corresponding payoff of K − Cu. This subgame is illustrated in figure 4. Finally,

when facing a “sure loss”39 represented by a < 1
2

and σ < |1
2
− a|, P will privately offer A

a golden parachute, who will accept (receiving payoff β). The payoff to the patron will be

K − Cp. This subgame is shown in figure 5.

38As depicted by W2 in figure 1.
39As depicted by W1 in figure 1.
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Figure 4: Subgame, “Potential Loss” Scenario
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Figure 5: Subgame, “Sure Loss” Scenario
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2.2 Discussion of Results

Table 1 summarizes the results of the model. The extensive-form layout of the complete game

is presented in figure 6. As can be seen, the majority of cases involve no golden parachute

offer being made. When an offer is made, the patron is incentivized to do so privately, so

as to minimize any potential blowback that may negatively impact future relations with a
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substitutable B. If the opposition is not a viable partner and the patron risks losing influence

in that territory, she will burn all bridges behind the incumbent and publicly signal that no

golden parachute will be given, so as to incentivize him to fight to the end. This will hold even

in those cases where the incumbent will potentially or surely lose.40 When the incumbent is

strong and expected to defeat the insurgency, we expect the patron to refrain from signalling,

trusting the incumbent to quell the rebellion himself.

Table 1: Summary of P ’s Moves

BS

(Sub-B)
BU

(Unsub-B)

(S1): “Sure Win” No Signal No Signal
(S2): “Potential Win” Private + No Chute Public + No Chute
(W1): “Sure Loss” Private + Chute Public + No Chute
(W2): “Potential Loss” Private + Chute Public + No Chute

Though golden parachute offers are difficult to observe, this simple game attempts to delin-

eate some of the difficulties associated with providing such offers, as well as the incentives

to keep them private when they are offered. This may begin to offer a partial explanation

as to why, despite their potential utility as a means of shortening conflicts, such offers are

very rarely seen in the real world. As with all attempts to chase non-barking canines, this

setup can only offer stylized facts that roughly approximate the underlying logic expressed

therein. That being said, it appears that an exploration of the incentives and underlying

risks facing those that attempt such an offer provides some illumination as to why they are

seen with such rarity in the real world. The next subsection offers some potential avenues

for expanding the game so as to capture some of the nuances that were taken out in the first

iteration presented here.

40The possibility of including an attrition cost associated with continued fighting will be explored in the
next subsection.
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Figure 6: Full Game in Extensive Form
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2.3 Potential Expansions

An alternative model could examine the implications of adding an exit option for the patron,

or the possibility of exploring a repeated game between the patron, incumbent and oppo-

sition. This would allow us to flesh out the logic of delaying a golden parachute offer, as

well as better accounting for the spillover effects between the incumbent and the opposition.

This would be particularly interesting in the context of the potential win and potential loss

scenarios, as the private signals sent by the patron could be amended with a probabilistic

cost that negatively impact’s P ’s future interactions with B. Another potentially useful

development may involve the full examination of a secondary patron, specifically the way

in which parachute offers are mediated when two competing sponsor states vie for control.

This may present a situation in which one of the patrons offers a golden parachute to the

adversary’s client in order to remove him from the game, or else a situation in which one pa-

tron leaks the other’s golden parachute offer so as to invalidate it. The mounting complexity

of such a game, however, may ultimately prove to be counter-productive for this context.

On the other hand, a relatively simple and very useful modification involves assessing the

conflict between the incumbent and the opposition as a contest-success function, which

provides four modelling benefits for the second stage of the game. First, the function models

competition over a prize as a product of relative power. Second, it allows us to model

conditional costs based on victory and defeat in the contest, offering an intuitive way to

integrate the opposition’s payoffs. Third, it is relatively parsimonious: instead of coming

up with a game with two potential Incumbent types, we can capture that same variation

by modelling success in the contest as a function of the relative power difference between

the Incumbent and the Opposition forces. Fourth, such a setup would allow us to better

understand the bridge-burning tactics of the incumbent by imposing a cost relative to the

effort expended in the conflict. The basic layout of such a model will be explored below.
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We employ a generalized Tullock contest in order to examine the gains and losses associated

with expending effort in a violent conflict.41 Payoffs are written as a function of a two-player

contest between players A and B, with two possible payoffs: a winning prize W (the value of

holding on to power) and L (the cost of losing power) such that W > L.42 Players in conflict

expend efforts xA > 0 and xB > 0. The effort spent is a function of the players’ relative

capabilities in the conflict, as well as their resolve. The probability of winning the conflict

for player A is represented by a Tullock lottery contest-success function (CSF), shown below:

pA(xA, xB) =


xA

xA+xB
, if xA + xB 6= 0

1
2
, if xA = xB

The payoffs (πi) are contingent on the outcome of the CSF, relative strength, and a cost

parameter (αi). Accordingly, A’s payoff function can be expressed as:

πA(xA, xB) =


W + α1xA + α2xB w̄.proba. pA(xA, xB)

L+ α2xA + α1xB w̄.proba. 1− pA(xA, xB)

The cost parameters, α1 and α2 capture both the cost of the conflict and the spillover effects

from engagement. The cost parameter is defined such that α1 ∈ (0,−1), α2 ∈ (0,−1), and

α1 > α2. This provides a disincentive for “infinite effort” such that a player’s input will

impose a proportional penalty on the total value of the prize (in other words, the “shrinking

pie” from the ex-post inefficiency of conflict, representing the additional destruction from

engaging in a prolonged conflict). Note that this cost is more pronounced given the losing

payoff L than the winning prize. Greater effort will have a negative effect, but that effect

41See Chowdhury, Subhasish M., and Roman M. Sheremeta. “A generalized Tullock contest.” Public
Choice 147.3-4 (2011): 413-420, and Garfinkel, Michelle R., and Stergios Skaperdas. “Conflict without
misperceptions or incomplete information how the future matters.” Journal of conflict resolution 44.6 (2000):
793-807.

42L can be thought of as an extreme penalty, given that the loss of the conflict will often spell exile,
prosecution, imprisonment, or even death for the losing party.
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can be balanced by the value of victory. An incumbent that places a substantial effort into

winning the war will not feel the costs as strongly if he manages to win the war.43 There

is also a cost imposed by the efforts of the other player. This cost is more pronounced in

victory than in defeat. The damage that the other player inflicts by putting in more effort

will impose a higher cost on the victory prize than on the losing prize.

Putting all of this together, we can define the contest as a function of Γ(A,B,Ω) along

a parameter space Ω = {W,L, α1, α2}. The expected payoff for player A in the contest

Γ(A,B,Ω) given relative efforts (xA, xB) is:

E (πA(xA, xB)) =
xA

xA + xB
(W + α1xA + α2xB) +

xB
xA + xB

(L+ α2xA + α1xB)

This is the general payoff function for all players (A,B, P ). We modify this function slightly

by abbreviating the contest-success functions, xA
xA+xB

to xA (and xB, respectively). The cost

function is similarly condensed into α1 and α2, representing the cost of dispute without and

with a prolonged dispute, respectively.44 When the incumbent accepts the offer of a golden

parachute, the resulting payoff from the conflict can be expressed as W + α1, which is the

winning prize minus the lower dispute cost. This is abbreviated to N . When the incumbent

does not accept the parachute, the winning prize incurs the higher cost, such that the payoff

from the conflict is W + α2. This is appreviated to C.

2.4 Equilibria

A few remarks in reference to the general equilibria presented in this draft follow. Overall,

the results are expected to be quite similar to those expressed in table 1, albeit with a

43In other words, the actors may engage in a brutal and bloody conflict, but will feel the effects of their
own brutality less if they happen to win the conflict. Another interpretation may be that the spoils of war
cover some of the costs of the bloody engagement.

44Note that the cost function is structured such that α1 > α2, for negative values of both terms.
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more nuance view of the strategies when the patron faces an unsubstitutable challenger.

Given a posterior belief that the opposition is unsubstitutable, the decision to send a public

signal will be considered a bridge burning mechanism aimed at locking in the support of

the incumbent. Absent a viable alternative leader, the patron will use the public signal to

ensure that the incumbent fights to win, removing any notion that a golden parachute will

be provided.45 Thus, in the BU subgame, P will send a public signal of “No Chute” in order

to burn A’s bridges and remove any possibility of an outside option should the incumbent

lose the conflict. This however, may offer diminishing returns, as every additional unit of

effort expended also inflicts further damage on the territory. Thus, in conditions where the

patron expects to make no headways with the challenging opposition, a public signal of this

nature may be seen as a scorched earth tactic aimed at inflicting maximum pain and ruin

on a territory that will soon leave the patron’s sphere of influence.

Given a posterior belief that the opposition is stable, the public signal takes on a different

meaning. Instead of representing a bridge-burning tactic, the choice of public signal could

represent a form of costly signalling to the opposition forces, who may be viewed as acceptable

substitutes to the current incumbent. In this scenario, P ’s choice of a public or private

signal is determined by the trade-off between the cost of public signalling and the cost

incurred should the incumbent delay in accepting a parachute offer (essentially, the difference

between α1 and α2). If the cost of a public signal is lower46, the patron would offer a

parachute publicly. Given that B’s type is common knowledge, A’s best-response would

then be related to the effort he is willing to expend to hold on to power. Knowing that

there exists an acceptable substitute leader and observing the patron offer a costly signal to

reassure said substitute, the incumbent could engage in a delaying tactic, but would only

incur the cost of a prolonged conflict and risk losing out on the parachute offer. The offer of

45By removing the safety net offered by the golden parachute, the patron sends a strong signal to the
incumbent. This, along with the (common) knowledge that the opposition’s type is BU should result in a
bridge-burning signal.

46This is represented by the reputation costs of bailing out a potentially unpopular and polarizing dictator.
In some ways, the public signal cost could be thought of as an audience cost.
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a parachute might therefore be offered and accepted in a public setting. Having presented

the formal model, the next segment will provide a case study of a potential golden parachute

offer to General Manuel Noriega. Though the US government engaged in negotiations for

the peaceful removal of the general, these talks predictably broke down. As noted by US

Senator Bob Dole, the US ultimately opted “for a good solution rather than a cosmetic one,”

choosing not to send “Noriega into retirement with a legal golden parachute.”47 As will be

shown, this case represents several of the intricacies that make successful implementation of

a viable exit option so difficult.

3 Case Study - Noriega’s Exile

For many in the Reagan administration, General Noriega was an important asset in combat-

ing the perceived threat of Communist insurgencies in Central America. Noriega exploited

his contacts at the CIA, NSC, and Defense Department to consolidate power after succeeding

General Torrijos as commandante of the Panamanian Defense Forces (PDF). Unfortunately

for Noriega, he inherited an unwieldy political coalition composed of collective actors with

vastly disparate interests held together by access to easy credit and highly profitable illicit

activities. As credit sources dried up and international financial institutions began to de-

mand payment on Panama’s ballooning debt, the regime faced tough economic and political

decisions bound to alter the status-quo political arrangement. Noriega refused to counte-

nance a partial political opening that would provide real autonomy to traditional business

interests and political technocrats. Instead, he chose retrenchment. The extant system of

privileges that guaranteed the loyalty of his close associates and PDF officers continued.

The fractious political opposition had proved vulnerable to divide and rule tactics in the

past; there was little reason to assume co-option would be less successful in the future. Yet,

47Jr, Nathaniel Sheppard. “U.S. Deal with Noriega Crumbles.” Chicago Tribune, Chicago Tribune, 3
Sept. 2018, www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-1988-05-26-8801020420-story.html.
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high-level defections began in 1985 and by 1987 culminated in a massive, non-violent na-

tional campaign seeking Noriega’s removal. Parts of the US bureaucracy pounced on the

opportunity and openly sided with the opposition movement known as the National Civic

Crusade (NCC). The general’s days seemed numbered.

To the surprise of Noriega’s detractors, he weathered thirty months of domestic and external

efforts to remove him from power. He survived two mass protest cycles, a major liquidity

crisis precipitated by the U.S. courts, a formidable sanctions regime imposed by the U.S.

government, and two coup attempts. His exit came only after US forces invaded in December

1989 with overwhelming military force. This act was an admission that all other tactics had

failed including two rounds of negotiations with Noriega that involved golden parachute

offers. This section details those negotiations, which intimately involved opposition leaders,

U.S. representatives, and Noriega. Despite the apparent presence of a satisfactory solution

on all sides, a negotiated settlement that included guarantees to Noriega’s personal security

never occurred. Thus, the Panama case is pertinent for understanding why golden parachutes

fail even when conditions appear propitious.

3.1 The Blandón Plan

José Isabel Blandón Castillo was a high-ranking PRD member and political advisor to Tor-

rijos and Noriega. During a reshuffling of puppet President Delvalle’s cabinet in 1986,

Noriega assigned Blandón to New York City as Panama’s Consul General. As a long-time

confidante to Noriega, he was well positioned to offer advice on how to defuse the ongoing

crisis. Blandón claims to have consulted Noriega in mid-August 1987, at which time the

General authorized him to explore the possibility of a negotiated settlement.48 A few weeks

later, Noriega cabled further instructions that discussions must remain secret and Blandón

48Buckley, The Whole Story, 101.
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should secure a basic quid pro quo. Noriega would agree to resign from the PDF and leave

politics if the Reagan administration guaranteed immunity from any future indictments and

acknowledged his right to remain in Panama.49 Noriega reportedly suggested April 1988 was

a potentially convenient date to resign.50 With these proposed guidelines, Blandón sought

out members of Panama’s opposition and potential gatekeepers in Reagan’s administration.

While lobbying the Senate to pass the June resolution against Noriega, Gabriel Lewis —

a NCC leader and well connected businessman — recognized a lack of policy on Panama

inside the Beltway. As the unarmed insurrection began to stall in August, a plan was

needed to ease Noriega from power and halt the precipitous collapse of the economy. To

jumpstart this process, Lewis gathered a set of powerful American friends to assist in the

formulation of a viable strategy. Joel McCleary, a political consultant with a deep knowledge

of the Panamian political scene, suggested that Lewis join forces with Jose Blandón. Despite

personal misgivings between the leftist bureaucrat and the oligarchic businessman, McCleary

acted as intermediary and helped bring them together in early October. Blandón claims

he told Noriega that the current situation presented an ideal window of opportunity. As

opposition momentum waned, Noriega could extract better terms for his departure. This

logic resonated with Noriega, who allegedly approved negotiations to move forward.51 Thus,

these three odd bedfellows secretly worked on a “Panamanian” solution. To avoid semantic

squabbles and lengthy debate, Blandón and Lewis would formulate the plan before selling

it to opposition leaders, who were unaware of their machinations.52 By October 27th, a

working document, known as the Blandón plan, surfaced.

The Blandón Plan was divided into two parts. The first part provided a roadmap for the

political transition that required the approval of all major parties. The primary objectives

49Murmurings that the Department of Justice was constructing a case against Noriega began to circulate
publicly in early August. Philip Shenon, “US Examines Reports of Drug Crimes by Noriega,” New York
Times, August 5, 1987.

50Dinges, Our Man in Panama, 284.
51Buckley, The Whole Story, 104.
52Dinges, Our Man in Panama, 283.
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were the removal of Noriega and restructuring of the PDF. The provision of an immunity

clause which prevented Noriega from facing future criminal prosecution in exchange for his

retirement by February 1988 was the major carrot. The plan also called for temporary exile

of six key PDF officers known as the “Gang of Six,” enforcement of laws requiring the re-

tirement of PDF officers who had served over 25 years, and consideration of immunity from

criminal prosecution for several high-ranking PDF officers. Finally, the plan transferred sub-

stantial powers back to civilian control. These tangible steps would empower a transitional

government to implement further reforms, to conduct free and fair elections in 1989, and to

foster the development of a professional, apolitical military force.

The second part of the plan focused on the tactics various parties should employ to create

maximum pressure on the general while Blandón sold him the first half of the plan. This

section of the blueprint was never meant for Noriega’s eyes. The idea was to create pressure

“from every direction” around the same time to “remind [Noriega] of his tentative hold on

Panama.”53 As the opposition reinvigorated the civil disobedience campaign, the US was

expected to carry out a series of actions. Ambassador Davis would tell President Delvalle

that the US supports Blandón’s initiative, while another official close to Noriega, preferably

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Nestor Sanchez, would tell the General it is time to go.

Shortly thereafter, General Woerner of the Southern Command (SouthCom) would bluntly

tell Noriega and other high PDF officers that the entire Reagan administration is intent on

seeing a political transition. Other US officials would repeat this message to lower ranking

PDF officers and politicians who were members of the political parties that made up the

pro-government UNADE coalition in the National Assembly. The US would also encourage

allies across the region to urge Noriega to step down. Finally, Congress would continue to

demonstrate its vocal opposition to the status quo. With sufficient resolve and commitment,

the Reagan administration would play a critical role in advancing a “Panamanian” solution

without appearing to impose its will.

53HRG-1988-FOR-0012, at 282 (1988).
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Blandón immediately began selling his plan to the various parties. He returned to Panama

in early November to brief Noriega and to discuss the plan with opposition leaders. Ac-

cording to Blandón, Noriega “reacted positively” to the outlines of the plan and encouraged

his emissary to proceed.54 Similarly, a broad set of opposition leaders from the NCC and

Panamanian political parties apparently agreed that the political solution was in the best

interest of the country even if Noriega would obtain immunity from criminal prosecution.

Blandón presented the plan first to the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Af-

fairs Elliott Abrams and the Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs Michael Armacost

on November 7th. They expressed interest and told Blandón they would raise the issue to

higher levels. Yet, they never offered guarantees concerning the issue of immunity.55 In re-

ality, the Panama crisis only gained Reagan’s full attention in April 1988, which condemned

the issue of immunity to bureaucratic limbo. Despite this setback, Blandón believed the had

legs.

The Consul General returned to Panama in mid-November for four days of talks. During his

meeting with Noriega, Blandón reiterated the need to advance a political solution in order to

gain maximum concessions from his adversaries. He urged Noriega to make a radio address

that acknowledged the need for a political solution and that dealt with potential political

reforms. When Noriega asked him to deliver a radio address to PDF officers on November

22nd to inform them that a political solution to the current situation was being explored,

Blandón saw this as the general’s way to prepare his officers for a transition.56 Importantly,

a split between the “hardline” faction led by Colonel Purcell and the “reformist” faction

coalescing behind Colonel Castillo began to emerged after the summer. This tenuous balance

in the PDF’s ranks appeared to weigh on Noriega’s mind during his meeting with Blandón.

54Murillo, The Noriega Mess, 634-5.
55HRG-1988-FOR-0012, at 172 (1988). During an interview with Dinges (Our Man in Panama, 287) after

the Congressional Hearing, Blandón apparently claimed that Armacost did concede to the immunity issue.
However, this contradiction only emerges in Dinges’s account of events. Others who interviewed Blandón
are explicit that US officials never provided any guarantees on the immunity question.

56Buckley, Politics of Diplomacy, 108.
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The next round of PDF assignments, promotions, and retirements were set for December 16th

and Noriega recognized the danger if either faction felt unfairly treated.57 When considering

a golden parachute in subsequent months, fear of a pre-emptive coup seemed to influence

Noriega’s calculations and cause hesitance to take up the offer.

After this meeting, Blandón discussed the need for an honorable exit for Noriega with

Colonels Justine, Castillo, and Purcell. Castillo appeared amenable, Justine noncommit-

tal, and Purcell vehemently opposed to the transition plan. If this meeting was an indicator

for personal preferences throughout the PDF, then those officers implicated most in the

regime’s corrupt schemes were opposed to political liberalization and presented a substan-

tial barrier if Noriega were to entertain his extrication from the crisis seriously. Given that

Blandón was unable to deliver the quid pro quo for Noriega, the Consul General could pro-

vide little solace for the personal security concerns of other “hardline” officers. Blandón also

met with a group of PDF majors without Noriega’s consent to gauge the general sentiment

among the lower ranking officer corps. He repeated his message that a political resolution

to the crisis was necessary and reassured these officers that the military as an institution

was not in danger. The audience appeared receptive to his remarks that the PDF would

still be involved in political life, but its role would be “different and circumscribed.”58 These

findings seemed to indicate that room for a negotiated solution was possible if the US fully

backed his plan.

As Blandón pushed ahead, Noriega received a slightly different message regarding his options.

At the behest of his business partner, Tongsun Park, retired Admiral Daniel Murphy traveled

to Panama on two occasions in the fall of 1987 to pursue potential opportunities for his new

firm specializing in risk analysis. During his political career Murphy had held several high-

level positions such as Chief of Staff for Vice President Bush. Thus, Noriega was certain to

57Cable, Shultz to Davis, “DAS Walker Meeting with Blandón and Lewis,” December 4, 1987, Doc. #
C05669296.

58Cable, Shultz to Davis, “DAS Walker Meeting with Blandón and Lewis,” December 4, 1987, Doc #
C05669296.
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pay close attention to what this civilian had to say.59 Murphy’s visits were known to high-

level officials at the DoS, DoD, CIA, NSC, and White House, who he briefed and debriefed

on both occasions. According to Murphy, he never discussed what he would say to Noriega

with US officials and was simply thanked after debriefing them. No US official discouraged

him from going to Panama on a business opportunity closely related to a sensitive foreign

policy initiative. In fact, Murphy asserted that he was unaware of the Blandón Plan until

early 1988. He felt his discussions with General Noriega never conflicted with other US goals,

rather he thought he was “sending a corroborating message.”60

On the first visit to Panama in August, Murphy described to Noriega the widespread an-

tipathy toward him in the US and suggested several steps he needed to take in order to

restore economic stability to the isthmus. Once he discovered that Noriega and opposition

refused to compromise, Murphy concluded that sufficient bargaining space did not exist. He

returned to Panama in November only after he was told that maneuvering room surfaced.

During this meeting, he expounded on Noriega’s image problem in the US, but mentioned

that there was still “room for some improvement” if the following four steps were adopted: 1)

free, fair, and transparent elections, 2) reinstatement of full political rights and civil liberties,

3) a meeting with opposition leaders to find a Panamanian solution, and 4) his retirement

before the 1989 elections. Noriega agreed to the first three conditions and told Murphy that

he “agreed in principle” to the final step, but had to think about it “carefully.”61 Murphy

also met with the opposition, who generally accepted the terms, and mentioned July 1988

as a viable date for Noriega’s retirement. Murphy returned to the US encouraged, but never

received further information about the situation in Panama until the failure of the Blandón

plan became public knowledge in January.

59Drugs, Law Enforcement and Foreign Policy Part 4: The Cartel, Haiti, and Central America, Hearings
Before the Subcomm. on Terrorism, Narcotics, and International Communications of the Comm. of Foreign
Relations, 100th Cong., 274, 278 (1988) (Sarkis Soghenalian), HRG-1988-FOR-0014.

60HRG-1988-FOR-0014, at 256 (Daniel Murphy, former Chief of Staff to Vice President Bush).
61HRG-1988-FOR-0014, at 248 (Daniel Murphy).
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Murphy’s proposed steps differed in some significant ways from the Blandón plan. First,

Murphy told Noriega that he did not need to resign until early 1989. This additional year

likely contributed to Noriega’s inclination to stall negotiations and see whether he could

survive the crisis by exhausting his enemies.62 Second, Murphy never expressed the need to

force the “Gang of Six” into retirement, which implied that the power structure of the PDF

would remain largely intact. With this additional information, Noriega phoned Blandón

in late November to inform him that an alternative plan more to his liking existed. The

general also told his Consul General that Murphy came as a representative of Secretary

of State Shultz and National Security Advisor Powell. Although a likely fabrication, such

proclamations displayed the necessity of a unified front, which Blandón claims existed prior

to Murphy’s November visit.63 Blandón could no longer convince Noriega that his plan

was the best and only option available. Now, the General could adroitly bide his time by

renegotiating better terms and provide “evidence” to subordinates that the US was not

uniformly opposed to him remaining in power.

Blandón was despondent and infuriated when Noriega informed him about Murphy’s visit,

but continued to pursue his plan. In early December, he confronted Abrams and Armacost to

express his disappointment that the US was “playing two different games.”64 They assured

62Blandón suggested that the offer for Noriega to remain in office until 1989 had significant implications.
Noriega allegedly informed Blandón that Murphy told him “anything could happen” in regard to US pol-
icy toward Panama with a new president entering office. Noriega’s incorrect assessment that Bush was his
“friend” would have contributed to his desire to prevaricate. Additionally, Park highlighted his connections
with Japanese Prime Minister Takeshita and implied that he could ask the PM to speak to Reagan about
the possibility of providing Panama with economic aid. Given Japan’s interest in the stability of the Pana-
manian economy and security of the canal, this suggestion was not outrageous, especially because Panama’s
ambassador to Japan Alberto Calvo was seeking such loans at this time. HRG-1988-FOR-0012, at 173 (Jose
Blandón); Murillo, The Noriega Mess, 638.

63HRG-1988-FOR-0014, at 252 (Daniel Murphy). Aware that the Logan Act prohibited private citizens
from negotiating on the behalf of the US, Murphy insisted that he was consulting, not negotiating with
Noriega. Blandón admitted that Noriega could have just lied to him about the content of his meeting with
Murphy. HRG-1988-FOR-0012, at 174 (Jose Blandón). On November 25th, Blandón raised the issue of
Admiral Murphy’s visit with Noriega tp Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Walker. The Consul General
observed that Murphy’s actions undercut former Venezuelan President Carlos Andrés Pérez’s message on
November 16th that provided regional support to the plan. Shultz to Davis, “DAS Walker Meeting with
Blandón and Lewis,” December 4, 1987. Doc. # C05669296.

64HRG-1988-FOR-0012, at 174 (Jose Blandón).
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Blandón that Murphy never represented Secretary Shultz, but both recognized the need to

correct the false impression Murphy’s trip caused. While the State Department sought an

envoy with enough stature to convince Noriega that the entire administration was against

him, Noriega continued to appear relatively open to Blandón’s mission. On December 9th,

he sent a cable praising Blandón’s work as “valuable” and advising him to keep discussions

“under strict control.”65 Less than two weeks later, however, Blandón received another

disheartening call from Noriega. The English version of the plan had been leaked.66 Over

the phone, Noriega screamed at Blandón and demanded he end negotiations immediately.

Blandón understood that the General was putting on a show for high-ranking PDF officers,

who likely expressed serious reservations about the tactical blueprint in the second part

of the plan, which had been previously unknown to them. In particular, the Argentine

example likely resonated with these officers.67 In other words, Noriega’s inner-circle was apt

to distrust immunity guarantees, which were not forthcoming from the US anyway. They

suspected Noriega may cut and run, leaving them to face the popular backlash. Not wanting

the situation to get beyond his control, Noriega was retreated from the arrangement.

As the political solution became an increasingly remote possibility, the US finally selected

Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs Richard Armitage to deliver

the message to Noriega that all US departments reached a consensus. It was time for

him to “step back.”68 On December 30th, Ambassador Davis, a vocal Noriega opponent,

65HRG-1988-FOR-0012, at 430.
66After Blandón presented the plan to the State Department, the secret document circulated widely

across US agencies. This dismayed Blandón and McCleary who realized the dissemination of such sensitive
information increased the possibility that friendly elements in the US bureaucracy would leak the full plan
to the General. The tone if not spirit of the bluntly phrased second portion of the document likely infuriated
Noriega. The General told Blandón on December 23rd that a source in the Defense Department provided
him the English version, but Blandón questions whether this was just more bluster from his boss. HRG-
1988-FOR-0012, at 175 (Jose Blandón).

67Larry Rohter, “Panama Foes Gird for Long Struggle,” New York Times, November 18, 1987. Starting
in 1985, President Alfonsin began prosecuting high-ranking Argentinian officers involved in the 1970s Dirty
War.

68The Panamanian opposition preferred Nestor Sanchez or Vernon Walters, both former CIA men, but
neither accepted the request. Armitage was a compromise candidate, “the only one to survive the vetoes of
the different departments.” Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 233.
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eagerly awaited Armitage’s arrival. Unfortunately, the Assistant Secretary of Defense was

given different instructions from the US ambassador.69 To make matters worse, Armitage

would deliver his message meant to dress down the dictator in the company of Noriega, his

translator, Davis, and a bottle of Old Parr whiskey. This environment enabled the general

to manipulate the message. Noriega shared the bottle with Armitage as the latter listed US

grievances and the desire to see the General retire. However, his message did not include

an ultimatum or a clear articulation of the consequences Noriega faced if he refused.70 In

a brilliant act of political theater, Noriega exited the meeting with Davis and Armitage at

his side. He showed a large crowd of PDF officers the empty Old Parr whiskey bottle and

gave Armitage a few boxes of Cuban cigars, including one for his “friend,” Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Defense Nestor Sanchez.71 This mission was the final bungled attempt to ease

Noriega from office in 1987.

From the beginning, Noriega’s willingness to resign depended on a credible commitment from

the Reagan administration, likely from the President Reagan himself, to drop the two pending

and any future indictments against him in the US court system. The opposition appeared

willing to grant Noriega criminal immunity, but US officials never made this concession.

State Department officials in contact with Blandón lacked the jurisdiction to quash the

indictments. Because Panama was not considered a real crisis, President Reagan was never

consulted.72 The issue lingered, which meant the prospects of success were highly improbable

as the credibility of the golden parachute was circumspect.

The Reagan administration also failed to deliver an unambiguous message to Noriega; several

steps envisioned in the second part of Blandón’s plan never occurred. First, General Woerner

69Buckley, The Whole Story, 112-113.
70In mid-January 1988, Secretary Shultz attempted to clarify the US position. He told the press that

Armitage insisted Noriega should “step back” and allow “civilian authorities to take charge.” On Panamanian
radio, Noriega refuted these claims, sticking to his story that the meeting dealt with theoretical, highly
strategic matters and had nothing to do with his resignation. Murillo, The Noriega Mess, 646.

71Buckley, The Whole Story, 113.
72Jack Nelson, “Reagan Not Consulted on Noriega Indictments,” Los Angeles Times, May 19, 1988.
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did not tell Noriega that all US departments, including the CIA and Pentagon, wanted him

to retire.73 Nor is there evidence that members of the CIA or Pentagon relayed this message

to high-ranking or junior officers. Second, Murphy’s visit in November undermined the

illusion that the administration was unified behind the Blandón Plan. Noriega could select

the most appealing aspects from the various initiatives to stall for time. In hindsight, US

officials should have been aware that Murphy’s trip could send mixed signals and should

have advised him not to go. Yet, US officials never seemed to consider the Blandón Plan

a priority.74 Without a sense of urgency and executive attention, overcoming the collective

action problems inherent in Blandón’s complex plan was unlikely. Finally, the overdue

Armitage mission only highlighted Noriega’s ability to alter the content of blunt messages to

suit his purposes.75 This raised a strategic paradox. Noriega asked Blandón to keep details

of the plan secret so that potential spoilers did not derail the process; however, relying on

Noriega to disseminate information to his subordinates enabled the general to manipulate

the negotiations to his advantage.

Practically the only step taken by the US as envisioned by Blandón came from Congress,

which passed a resolution that suspended US aid, canceled joint military exercises, eliminated

the sugar quota, and instructed US representatives at multilateral lending institutions to vote

against all loans to Panama. Yet, these symbolic actions from an institution long hostile

to Noriega were easy to discount as a substantive shift in US policy. Noriega could tell his

officers that he still maintained influential friends in the Reagan administration.

Whether the Blandón Plan would have succeeded if the US executed its role more efficiently

73Kempe (Divorcing the Dictator, 232) mentions that General Woerner was going to deliver the message
to Noriega in late November, but felt the timing and atmosphere were inappropriate. They were together at
a military conference in Argentina, but Noriega was partying. This was unfortunate as the message would
have been well-timed. Murphy had just met Noriega.

74Although Noriega may have misinterpreted official US policy, he was not alone. Buckley (The Whole
Story, 111) relates McCleary’s realization of the Blandón plan’s imminent collapse when Japanese officials
who followed the proceedings in Panama with great interest told him they thought Murphy’s visit represented
official US policy.

75The Blandón plan was explicit that Woerner should deliver the message to Colonel Justine, Colonel
Purcell, and Colonel Castillo to prevent Noriega from altering the content of such messages.
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is unclear. Many factors were beyond US control. Some observers note that balking senior

PDF officers and alleged assassination threats from the Colombian drug cartels influenced

Noriega’s decision to remain in power.76 In regard to the former concern, Blandón foresaw

this barrier and encouraged golden parachute offers for potential veto players in the PDF

ranks, namely the “Gang of Six.” Such deals were not beyond the means of the Reagan

administration if it was truly intent at this time on quickly resolving the Panama issue

through a negotiated settlement. Regarding the threats from the drug cartels, the fear was

that Noriega would provide sensitive information in exchange for a plea bargain. In the

Spring of 1988, a senior Panamanian official informed US negotiators that an emissary of

the drug cartels told Noriega he could not leave office unless the indictments were dropped.77

Finally, the inability to coordinate the anvil (opposition pressure) and hammer (US pressure)

to compel Noriega into retirement also contributed to the failure of the Blandón Plan. After

four months of constant repression, the opposition was unable to muster significant numbers

for public rallies or other forms of large-scale civil disobedience in the Fall. Without pressure

reminding Noriega and his cronies of the regime’s tenuous grip on power, the sense of urgency

to negotiate an exit was absent. This lull in opposition activity may have provided Noriega

a false impression that he had weathered the storm. For its part, the US was still not ready

to treat the Panama “crisis” as a top national security priority that required the president’s

undivided attention. Therefore, bureaucratic squabbles and benign neglect contributed to

the failure to develop and implement a coherent strategy with clear carrots and sticks. In

sum, Blandón’s hope for significant pressure from all direction never materialized.

After the Blandón Plan collapsed, the bargaining space shrank substantially. A New York

Times/CBS News Poll revealed that Americans perceived drug trafficking as the gravest

76Blandón mentions both these possibilities. HRG-1988-FOR-0014, at 251 (Daniel Murphy).
77Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 322. Ultimately, it remains unclear whether the drug cartels would have

accepted a US promise to drop the indictments and whether Noriega could trust that the drug cartels had
accepted the US promise. Memo, Shultz to USDEL Sec, “TFPM01 - U.S. Interagency Delegation Meets
with MOLIRENA Leaders, April 17.” April 20, 1988. Doc. # C05669299.
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threat facing the country.78 The Reagan administration had less wiggle room to bribe Nor-

iega from office without facing audience costs due to the artificial constraints placed by the

upcoming presidential elections. Noriega also grew more defiant after his indictment; he

cast the conflict as a contest between him and the US and packed the PDF officer ranks

with corrupt sycophants.79 Neither side could easily back down from their positions. The

next phase of the struggle to remove Noriega began when Blandón, in a last-ditch effort on

January 9th, provided his boss an ultimatum. Either Noriega negotiate, or he would accept

the US grand jury subpoena to testify about Noriega’s role in drug trafficking and money

laundering.80 Days later, Noriega fired Blandón, an act that further isolated the General by

causing a split in the PRD. Even more devastating, Blandón provided the pending indict-

ments against Noriega a credible voice. He could corroborate testimony of convicted drug

traffickers and offer additional details as one of Noriega’s closest political advisors. Blandón

the witness supplied the trigger to a severe financial crisis. In the midst of that economic

squeeze, the US would attempt to negotiate a second golden parachute with Noriega, which

is the subject of the following section.

3.2 The Kozak Mission

As the liquidity crunch rattled the regime, Noriega sent out feelers through roughly a half-

dozen channels about reopening negotiation over a political transition. Leaders of the NCC

and opposition parties did not reject these advances, but worried that Noriega was buying

time in order to reconsolidate control over the PDF. Despite an awareness that such tactical

stalling entered into Noriega’s strategic calculations, the US actively pursued this possibility.

78Elaine Sciolino and Stephen Engelberg, “Fighting Narcotics: U.S. Is Urged to Shift Tactics,” New York
Times, April 10, 1988.

79The day following the indictment, Noriega delivered the “Chinese restaurant speech,” where he cast the
battle in terms of David vs. Goliath. He vowed not to cower before US attempts to bully “nationalistic
Latin American leaders who dare to criticize the United States.” Buckley, The Whole Story, 118-9.

80Blandón conveyed this message through two trusted PRD colleagues visiting the US. Dinges, Divorcing
the Dictator, 291.
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Michael Kozak, the State Department Legal Advisor for Latin American Affairs, and William

Walker, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, arrived in Panama days after the mid-March

coup attempt.

The initial meeting quickly collapsed because the distance between the bargaining positions

was too great. The Reagan administration considered Noriega’s grip on power so tenuous

that it could dictate the terms of his departure. The US refused to quash the indictments,

but promised not to pursue his extradition if he sought immediate political asylum in Spain.81

Although Noriega indicated a general willingness to leave office before the 1989 presidential

election, he refused to accept such terms. One senior US official described Noriega in a

state of denial: ”He hasn’t come to grips with reality. He still thinks there is some way

for him to stay.”82 Yet, Noriega apparently possessed more information on his prospects

for survival. His purge of the PDF significantly reduced the possibility of another coup

attempt in the foreseeable future. Although Shultz, Powell, and Abrams issued ominous

warnings on Sunday talk shows that time was running out for him to go into golden exile,

Noriega called the bluff.83 He correctly calculated that the US was not prepared to use

military force. Negotiations would not progress until more information was revealed about

the relative strength and resolve of each side.

A month later, Noriega’s ability to survive the immediate crisis was apparent. The opposi-

tion had been unable to mount any significant pressure since the crackdown in late March

and liquidity slowly returned to the economy. In a mid-April assessment of the situation,

the US embassy in Panama acknowledged that pressure on Noriega to step down had dimin-

ished.84 Kozak returned to the negotiation table prepared to explore the conditions Noriega

81France was another acceptable choice for the US, but the Reagan administration would not allow Noriega
to seek political asylum in the Dominican Republic, where his daughter lived. The request for exile in the
Dominican Republic was denied because the Reagan administration believed Noriega could corrupt that
country’s weak institutions. It also was simply too close to Panama. Lou Cannon, “Deal Reached for
Noriega to Yield Power,” Washington Post, April 29, 1988.

82William Branigin, “Panamanian Rejects U.S. Offer of Exile,” Washington Post, March 20, 1988.
83Doyle McManus, “U.S. to Step Up Effort to Drive Out Noriega,” Los Angeles Times, March 31, 1988.
84John M. Goshko, “U.S. Proposing Deal to Ease Noriega Out,” Washington Post, April 27, 1988.
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would accept in exchange for his retirement. The negotiation sessions bridged a number

of contentious issues, but Noriega would not seriously consider stepping down until the US

promised to drop the indictments. He told Kozak, “If the day comes for me to step down

and those indictments are still in place, I’m not stepping down ... No deal.”85 On multiple

occasions in late April, Kozak relayed this information to Shultz. With the threat of military

force off the table, he argued that the indictment was the only real bargaining chip the US

possessed, “It’s a great personal affront to him and he’s afraid of it.”86 On May 9th, Reagan

informed Attorney General Ed Meese that he would allow Kozak to leverage the indictment

in bargaining for Noriega’s exit.87 This decision unleashed a flurry of activity. With the

missing piece of the negotiation puzzle in play, Reagan and Noriega approved a provisional

plan within days.88

Noriega obtained a highly favorable deal with several face saving measures. After the US

lifted sanctions and Japan deposited $67 million in the Panama National Bank, Noriega

would announce his plans to retire on August 12th, the fifth anniversary of his command.89

He would appoint the next PDF commander and establish a five-year maximum term for

all future commanders. He would then call on the National Assembly to grant amnesty

to all members of the opposition, restore the constitutional guarantees suspended in mid-

March, and make preparations for establishing a committee of national reconciliation. He

would announce his plans to take a “long vacation” after retirement that would last until

the presidential elections in May 1989. The US assured him that he could briefly return to

Panama during the holidays to visit family. If Noriega carried out his promise to retire and

depart on August 12th, the Reagan administration would approve the request of Noriega’s

lawyers to dismiss the indictments. The US would continue to recognize Delvalle as the

85Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 320.
86Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1054.
87Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1058-59.
88Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 322.
89Noriega’s negotiation team insisted the $67 million dollars was needed to inject immediate liquidity into

the financial system, but several officials worried Noriega would simply take the money after he retired
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legitimate head of the government, but would also cooperate with the Solis regime during

an interim nine-month government of national reconciliation. Finally, if the US deemed the

1989 elections free and fair, it would release the funds held in Delvalle’s escrow account.90

Although information about the negotiations surfaced in late April and early May, the Rea-

gan administration managed to keep details sufficiently ambiguous to avoid a significant back-

lash. In part, it tried to manage expectations. For instance, the White House spokesman,

Marlin Fitzwater, stated in late April, “[US] policy is that General Noriega must go, which

means leave power... We have said we prefer to see him leave Panama but the policy issue

is leave power.”91 The opposition expressed some fears over the possibility that the US

would allow Noriega to remain in Panama after his resignation, but no details emerged that

threatened to derail the negotiations until Reagan’s decision to drop the indictments. Shultz

believes the Department of Justice began to leak details about the quid pro quo shortly after

Reagan met with Meese.92 Regardless of the source, CNN began reporting on May 12th that

the administration was willing to drop the indictments. This revelation caused a firestorm.

Frozen out of the negotiation process by the State Department, Panamanian opposition

leaders feared the Reagan administration was rushing toward the exit. The concessions made

to realize Noriega’s departure seemed like a quick fix that would leave the corrupt system

largely intact. Roberto Eisenmann captured the opposition’s sense of despair, “We felt [US

officials] were giving away the store. Unfortunately, they were giving away our store.”93

Given the movement’s growing reliance on the US, its leadership possessed few tools to

influence the negotiations. Real pressure came from the administration’s domestic critics,

who pointed out the hypocrisy of lifting indictments against the architect of the world’s first

narco-military dictatorship, while simultaneously waging a “zero-tolerance” war on drugs.

Attorneys general involved in Noriega’s drug indictments publicly denounced the decision.

90The description for the terms of this deal borrows heavily from Scranton, The Noriega Years, 149-150.
91“U.S. Abandons its Demands Noriega Exit after Quitting,” Reuters, April 28, 1988.
92Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1059.
93Tom Morgenthau and Douglas Waller, “Anatomy of a Fiasco,” Newsweek, June 6, 1988.
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The US District Court Judge assigned Noriega’s case noted that he could and perhaps would

refuse to “dismiss an indictment on the motion of the government.”94 Senators also joined

the fray. The Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole (R-Kan.) argued that the administration

was sending “the wrong message at the wrong time to the world’s drug kingpins.”95 This

public outrage placed greater pressure on members of Reagan’s administration, particularly

Vice President Bush. Significantly trailing Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis in the

presidential polls, candidate Bush’s campaign handlers viewed the Panama issue as a golden

opportunity to recast their candidate’s image. Public opposition to lifting the indictments

would help Bush get out from under President Reagan’s shadow, dispel nagging rumors

about his past dealings with Noriega, and appear tough on an issue considered the greatest

threat facing the nation.96 The overall effect of the leaks was to shorten the timeframe and

narrow the political space for an acceptable deal.

On May 13th, a negotiated settlement appeared within reach. An announcement of the

bargain was set for the following day, but several top officials urged Reagan to explore other

alternatives. According to Shultz, Reagan acquiesced to this pressure and waited until Mon-

day to review the options one final time.97 Two days later, the president reconvened his top

advisors and decided to drop the indictments. Kozak left for Panama to finalize the deal as

public pressure escalated at home. On May 17th, the Senate passed a nonbinding resolution

condemning any arrangement dropping the indictment charges by a vote of 86 to 10. The

next day, Bush publicly joined the growing list of detractors. In an address to the L.A. police

academy, the presidential hopeful said “won’t bargain with drug dealers ... whether they’re

94Joe Pichirallo, “Offer to Drop Noriega Case Decried, Defended,” Washington Post, May 15, 1988.
95Joe Pichirallo and Lou Cannon, “Deal Would let Noriega Ally Stay in Office, Sources Say,” Washington

Post, May 15, 1988.
96Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 336-337. The Bush-Noriega connection was a significant issue during

the presidential primaries. Both Sen. Robert Dole (R-Kan) and Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis raised
questions about possible deals Bush made with Noriega dating back to his years as CIA director. A New
York Times article published on May 8th, 1988 resurrected the issue by exploring what Bush may have
known about Noriega’s illicit activities and when such information may have been available to him. The
Bush-Noriega connection remained in the headlines throughout this entire period.

97Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1062.
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on U.S. or foreign soil.”98 Privately, only the State Department unambiguously supported

Reagan’s decision to move forward with the deal.

The one detail that remained unresolved when Kozak returned to Panama was money. In

early May, Noriega’s negotiating team insisted that the regime needed money. The logic ran

that if civil liberties were restored and banks could not cash checks, then unrest would follow.

The US would not release the funds in Delvalle’s escrow account until a new president was

elected. Instead of dropping the issue, Undersecretary of State Michael Armacost pursued

Colonel Justine’s suggestion to inquire whether Japan or Taiwan would provide a loan.99

Although Japan never provided a firm guarantee, a clause in the deal Noriega approved on

May 10th read that Japan would deposit $67 million in the Panama National Bank. On May

13th, the Japanese ambassador to the US informed Kozak that his government would not

provide the loan without assurances that the Reagan administration would refund Japan’s

money if the deposit vanished. The administration was unwilling to expose itself to such a

potentially embarrassing scenario.100

This setback turned into an impasse. On May 17th, Abrams reported to Shultz that “the

money is the last piece.” Secretary Shultz found this a moot issue because liquidity would

quickly return once US sanctions were removed. He viewed the money as a bribe that

Noriega and his cronies could use for propaganda purposes and/or steal. Reagan shared

these concerns and wanted Shultz to relay a message to Kozak on May 18th to drop the

money component to the bargain. Kozak was to tell Noriega to take the deal or leave it.101

Before Kozak could deliver this message, however, his Panamanian interlocutors mentioned

a Colombian private bank would deposit the money in $15 million increments with US

approval. Shultz called the Colombian Foreign Minister on May 19th and said that the US

would not oppose the action, but would not provide confidential guarantees to the bank’s

98David Hoffman, “Bush Splits with Reagan on Handling of Noriega,” Washington Post, May 19, 1988.
99Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 325.

100Murillo, The Noriega Mess, 700.
101Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1065.
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board of directors. The following day, Kozak reported that the deal was close at hand. The

Colombian government supported the action. Once the bank’s board agreed to transfer the

money, Noriega would sign the deal in twenty-four hours. Just before receiving this news,

however, the CIA director Bill Webster told Shultz that the bank was deeply implicated in

the laundering of drug money.102 This complication caused Reagan to call Kozak back for a

weekend consultation about the deal.

As expected, the Saturday and Sunday meetings at the White House were tense. Meese,

Baker, and Bush argued the deal was rotten. It sent the wrong message to the American

public, the law enforcement community, and drug traffickers. The president should explore

other options before committing to this one. In contrast, Shultz defended the plan as the

only workable solution with military options off the table. By Sunday evening, Reagan stood

firm by his earlier decision. He told Kozak to move forward with the negotiations. According

to Kempe, Reagan asked Kozak whether he could finalize the deal by May 25th, the day

the president would depart for the Moscow Summit. Kozak replied that this was infeasible.

Noriega always said he needed four or five days to get his officers in line.103 Plus, alterations

to the financial package created difficulties. Preparations for the money transfer from the

Colombian bank fell apart after Shultz called the Colombian Foreign Minister on May 21st

to withdrawal his private statement of neutrality over the issue.104 In the end, Reagan never

gave Kozak an ultimatum; instead, he told his negotiator to “give it a try.”105

When Kozak returned to Panama, he told his counterpart, Romulo Escobar Bethancourt,

that the president would like a deal by May 25th ”if possible.“106 The two sides worked

assiduously to finalize the details of the plan. The time factor re-emerged as a potential

102Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1067-1070.
103Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 323. The following description of the final days of this negotiation

process borrows heavily from Kempe’s account.
104Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1075. Shultz explains that Noriega accepted this fact and agreed to move

ahead because Texaco provided assurances to release funds for the purposes of liquidity when the deal was
finalized.
105Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 316.
106Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 325.
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spoiler the following afternoon when US officials reinterpreted Reagan’s words. Armacost

told Kozak that Noriega had until the next day to accept the deal.107 Kozak informed

Noriega’s negotiators of the ultimatum. Within hours, Noriega agreed to the deal.108 Un-

fortunately, public messages from Washington did not reinforce the sense of urgency. On

the same day Kozak received word of the ultimatum, one official said, ”We’d like it to be

settled before [the summit]. But we’re prepared to leave it until after the summit if we have

to.” Reagan echoed this sentiment, “We’re not going by time. We’re going by quality.”109

These mixed messages only contributed to Noriega’s penchant for dragging negotiations and

his belief that the take-it-or-leave-it ultimatum was a bluff.

The following morning, Kozak could not find the general to sign the deal and deposit the

documents at the nuncio’s residence as previously agreed. Local Panamanian media outlets

began to report that PDF majors were attempting to convince Noriega to stay. Once Kozak

finally convened with Noriega at 11 AM, the US chief negotiator could tell the news of an

internal crisis within the PDF was not a ruse. Noriega complained to Kozak that he always

said he needed some days to sell the plan, but he was never given proper time. The leaks

in the US press on May 12th complicated the negotiations by increasing fears among his

officers that he would abandon them.110 Noriega now worried that the junior officers would

attempt a coup if he followed through with the deal. For over two hours, Kozak emphasized

that this was Noriega’s final chance. Noriega seemed forlorn, but said he could not accept.

Kozak shook his hand and went to Bethancourt’s office to call Shultz and say the deal was

off. During this conversation, however, Noriega called on another line and informed Kozak

he would sign the papers today and deposit them at the nuncio’s office. He would make his

speech when Reagan returned from the Moscow Summit in two weeks. Kozak relayed the

107Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 326. Shultz (Turmoil and Triumph, 1075-1079) provides a slightly
different version of the account. He intimates that an ultimatum was made clear on May 23rd.
108Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1077.
109Doyle McManus, “U.S. Pressing Anew for Noriega to Quit,” Los Angeles Times, May 24, 1988.
110Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 323, 328-29.
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message, but was told to leave.111 Minutes later, Shultz announced that the deal had fallen

through and departed for Moscow.

3.3 Unrealized Golden Parachutes

Several post-mortems followed this abnormally public offer of a golden parachute. Noriega

appeared to have dangled the possibility of his exit to create a distraction as he regained

control over the PDF, found alternative revenue streams to survive the liquidity crunch,

and repressed the opposition.112 This interpretation is valid. Noriega stalled to improve his

bargaining position and to ensure he maintained a viable alternative in case talks collapsed.

However, such actions should not be conflated as evidence that he was unprepared to accept

the deal negotiated by Kozak. Divining Noriega’s true motives is impossible, but he did

begin to fall in line once the Reagan administration basically issued an ultimatum. On

May 24th, he accepted the fact that the money was no longer part of the deal. Once he

realized Kozak was not bluffing about taking the deal off the table on the 25th, he expressed

a readiness to sign the agreement. Therefore, Commerce Minister Rognoni’s explanation on

May 26th that the “artificial deadline” prevented the resolution of remaining barriers that

were “differences in form, not substance” appears sincere.113 This second case raises two

important dilemmas that surface when offering an embattled leader a golden parachute.

First, dictators appear to have an incentive to procrastinate when offered immunity in ex-

change for retirement unless the regime’s collapse appears imminent. The leader will bargain

hard for better terms while simultaneously evaluating the opposition’s strength. In the case

of Panama, Noriega’s grip was not tenuous in May 1988, but he understood the long-term

prospect of perpetuating the system was rather bleak. Thus, the US used the ultimatum

111Kempe, Divorcing the Dictator, 329-330.
112Scranton, The Noriega Years, 43.
113William Branigin, “Panama’s Military Seeks ’Other Sectors’ in Talks,” Washington Post, May 26, 1988.
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to force a decision point. Noriega could choose long-term personal security or short-term

political survival with the faintest hope of re-establishing long-term control. The dilemma

for the US was to deliver a clear ultimatum that was credible. In a sense, the Reagan admin-

istration was well positioned to signal its resolve. Bush and Congress were playing the public

role of “bad cops.” Unfortunately, the pace at which the US delivered the fait accompli was

imperfect.

The US ultimatum effectively gave the general one day to reach a crucial decision. Noriega

had legitimate concerns about preparing his officers for the deal. His personal security was

at stake if he was unable to remain PDF comandante until his retirement in August. Besides

the suddenness of the final offer, Noriega also received mixed messages that led him to view

the ultimatum as a bluff until his final session with Kozak. Despite his attempt to backtrack

and accept the offer minutes after Kozak left, frustrated US officials in Washington cut off

the talks fearing another ruse to buy more time.114 However, this refusal to acknowledge

Noriega’s deal was not based on national security interests. The US did not have any coherent

policy alternative to negotiations. Thus, the administration was not losing any leverage if

Noriega backtracked upon Reagan’s return. The problem was the domestic public pressure

and upcoming presidential elections. Individuals in the administration felt compelled to

resolve the crisis immediately. This created “artificial deadlines” that undermined Kozak’s

ability to issue an effective ultimatum that truly gauged Noriega’s willingness to step aside

gracefully.

A second dilemma that appears to surface during discussions over golden parachutes is the

degree to apply further pressure on the targeted leaders, who will take actions during this

negotiation phase to strengthen their bargaining position and maintain options in case talks

fail. This was certainly the case with Noriega. He viewed escalation of pressure on his

114One high-level official in the Reagan administration noted that Noriega’s motives were unclear, but “the
majority view [in the administration] is that he was never serious” about stepping down. Josh Goshko,
“Panama Talks to Oust Noriega Fail,” Washington Post, May 26, 1988.
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adversaries as complementary to his own efforts to drive a hard bargain during the spring.

Panamanian special operations teams infiltrated Southcom bases on multiple occasions; the

PDF arrested over 40 opposition leaders; and, Noriega delivered acerbic speeches, including

one infamous occasion when he waved a machete in front of a crowd of Latin American

labor leaders and screamed “not one step back” to US pressure.115 In contrast, several US

policymakers perceived a tension between the different tactics available to resolve the crisis.

Actions that could foment a coup could also breed mistrust and antipathy that would de-

rail negotiations.116 Thus, aside from the bureaucratic struggles that undermined concerted

application of diplomatic, economic, and military pressure, the Reagan administration in-

tentionally avoided pressing Noriega too hard in the spring of 1988. For instance, the imple-

mentation of the IEEPA was purposely delayed to give the Kozak mission time in April and

May.117 This hesitation to pressure Noriega from multiple directions eroded the effective-

ness of the “feast or famine,” “isolate and unite,” and “decapitation” mechanisms. The US

appeared to tie one hand behind its back while bargaining with the dictator. For Noriega,

the apparent consequences of not accepting the negotiated settlement lessened as negotia-

tions proceeded. The civil disobedience campaign faded in April, and US actions meant to

pressure him were diluted. The task of rightsizing pressure to maximize the attractiveness

of the golden parachute offer was difficult.

When the deal collapsed, Noriega had taken steps to prepare for such an outcome. In the

short-term, he maintained a firm grip over Panama. This was not the case for his adversaries.

As the opposition proved unable to rally large numbers of people to the streets, one NCC

leader suggested that their new strategy was “to wear [the regime] out.”118 The US approach

was essentially the same. As one senior State Department official noted, “the administration

115“Machete-Waving Noriega Vows ’No Steps Backward’,” Courier-Mail, May 2, 1988.
116Noriega did not want to leave the impression that he was retiring due to US pressure, which explains

the number of face-saving measures outlined in the final deal for his exit.
117Scranton, The Noriega Years, 139; Yates, US Military Intervention in Panama, 63) argues the delay was

caused by Treasury Department attempts to stall a policy it believed could never succeed.
118Yates, US Military Intervention in Panama, 64.
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had staked its hopes of resolving the Panama situation on the negotiations ... and did

not have a fallback position.”119 Ultimately, the US never adhered to the promise it made

to the opposition that sanctions were the first step in a series of escalating measures to

unseat Noriega. Diluted IEEPA sanctions remained in effect. Panama’s economy continued

to wither.120 The US hoped for change, but was unwilling to press the issue. As one

observer trenchantly commented in late July 1988, “What ever happened to Panama? For

the American public, it has vanished into journalistic no man’s land – just where the Reagan

administration wants it.”121 Considered a liability for Vice President Bush’s presidential

run, further public confrontations with Noriega were held in abeyance until 1989.

4 Conclusion

Research in conflict studies has revived interest in the importance of the post-tenure fate of

leaders. Under circumstances where leaders lack sufficient domestic institutional mechanisms

to safely retire, golden exile presents a potential solution for shortening otherwise bloody

conflicts. Recent work on the golden parachute option tends to focus the debate about

whether the global accountability undermines the credibility of such offers. The downward

trend in the number of leaders who live in exile after leaving power is seen as potentially

confirmatory evidence to this hypothesis. However, this observable proxy is inadequate due

to issues related to the unknown prevalence of false-positives and false-negatives. In short,

it is unclear how often golden parachutes to embattled leaders are offered and accepted.

119John Goshko, “U.S. Weighs New Moves on Noriega,” Washington Post, May 27, 1988.
120Panama’s government released economic figures in early 1989 that gave a sense of the collapse that

occurred in 1988. The “economy had plummeted by 20%, unemployment had risen to 23%, and all major
sectors of the economy suffered terribly: new construction fell 78%; electrical consumption, 21%; tourism,
35%; imports, 44%; exports, 17%; and industrial production, 23%.” Harding, Military Foundations, 173.
The revenues for the central government fell from $1 billion in 1987 to around $500 million in 1988, which
was just enough to meet his government payroll. Ropp, “Military Retrenchment,” 39.
121Linda Feldman, “As Panama’s Economy Slips, is US Policy Doing the Same?” Christian Science Monitor,

July 26, 1988.
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This paper has attempted to identify the conditions under which a patron offers a golden

parachute and an embattled incumbent accepts the offer, showing that one of the potential

issues involves the fact that there are indeed few occasions to arrange for the successful

delivery of a golden parachute offer.

The formal model and the Panamanian case study suggest that there are a few situations

in which the patron would prefer to offer a parachute, multiple ways in which the incum-

bent might delay taking a parachute, and a rare minority of cases in which the stars align

and (given appropriate public signalling costs, portents of long conflict, and presence of

substitutable opposition leaders) the parachute is accepted. Recent events, particularly the

ouster of president Robert Mugabe, provide further incentives for studying such phenomena

in greater detail.
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